
There are 4 straps which 
secure the activity cradle    
to the bench. Two straps 
have no buckle and come 
from the side and attach 
to the back. The other two 
buckle straps come from the 
back corset of the cradle 
and attach to the front of  
the bench. 

1. Place the activity cradle open and 
flat in the middle of the bench. 
Use central stitch line as a guide. 

2. Open the two cam-locks at the rear 
of the bench. Take the non buckle 
straps and thread through each 
cam-lock. Make sure the straps are 
locked down and not twisted.  You 
may need to adjust the length once 
the child is in position.

3. Place the child back into the 
cradle with their bottom over the 
white stitched line. 

3. Fasten the front velcro pad around 
the child’s tummy. 

3. Thread the padded central strap 
between the front buckle and the 
child. Tighten the buckle securely. 
The strap should be fastened 
tightly allowing for two finger 
spaces between cradle and child. 

central stitch line

Attaching the activity cradle to the Therapy Bench. 



Attaching the activity cradle to the Therapy Bench. 

1. Come around the back of the child 
and secure each side velcro flap 
around the child. 

1. Fold over the padded central strap 
so that the buckle is now hidden. 
This material will protect the child 
from direct contact. 

1. Take hold of the large buckle straps which come from the rear of the corset. 
Pull them over the child’s inner thigh and secure to the buckles at the front of 
the bench. 

1. Pull each buckle strap to tighten the corset, securing the child and ensuring 
the child is sitting with neutral pelvis. You are now ready to assess or play with 
the child. 

The harness should be tight and hold pelvis in neutral
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To make further adjustments, refer to ‘User Manual’. 


